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Abstract

Spectral properties of linear operators and operator functions can be used to analyze
models in nature. When dispersion and damping are taken into account, the depen-
dence of the spectral parameter is in general non-linear and the operators are not
selfadjoint.

In this thesis non-selfadjoint operator functions are studied and several methods for
obtaining properties of unbounded non-selfadjoint operator functions are presented.
Equivalence is used to characterize operator functions since two equivalent operators
share many significant characteristics such as the spectrum and closeness. Methods of
linearization and other types of equivalences are presented for a class of unbounded
operator matrix functions.

To study properties of the spectrum for non-selfadjoint operator functions, the
numerical range is a powerful tool. The thesis introduces an optimal enclosure of
the numerical range of a class of unbounded operator functions. The new enclosure
can be computed explicitly, and it is investigated in detail. Many properties of the
numerical range such as the number of components can be deduced from the enclosure.
Furthermore, it is utilized to prove the existence of an infinite number of eigenvalues
accumulating to specific points in the complex plane. Among the results are proofs
of accumulation of eigenvalues to the singularities of a class of unbounded rational
operator functions. The enclosure of the numerical range is also used to find optimal
and computable estimates of the norm of resolvent and a corresponding enclosure of
the ε-pseudospectrum.
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Sammanfattning

Spektralegenskaper hos linjära operatorer och operatorfunktioner används för att ana-
lysera m̊anga viktiga naturvetenskapliga modeller. Eftersom s̊adana system vanligtvis
p̊averkas av dispersion och dämpning är beroendet p̊a spektralvariabeln generellt icke-
linjärt och operatorerna är inte självadjungerade.

I denna avhandling studeras icke-självadjungerade operatorfunktioner och en rad
olika metoder för att ta fram egenskaper hos obegränsade icke-självadjungerade ope-
ratorfunktioner presenteras. Ekvivalenser används för att klassificera operatorfunk-
tioner d̊a tv̊a ekvivalenta operatorer delar m̊anga betydelsefulla egenskaper s̊asom
spektrum och slutenhet. Metoder för hitta linjäriseringar och andra sorters ekvi-
valenser presenteras för en klass av obegränsade operatormatrisfunktioner.

Det numeriska utfallsrummet är ett kraftfullt verktyg för att kunna studera egen-
skaper hos spektrumet av icke-självadjungerade operatorfunktioner. I denna avhand-
ling s̊a introduceras en optimal inneslutning av det numeriska utfallsrummet för
en klass av obegränsade operatorfunktioner. Inneslutningen kan beräknas exakt och
beskrivs i detalj i avhandlingen. Många egenskaper hos det numeriska utfallsrummet
som till exempel antalet komponenter, kan utläsas fr̊an inneslutningen. Den används
ocks̊a för att bevisa att det finns punkter i det komplexa talplanet där oändligt m̊anga
egenvärden hopas. Bland annat visas hopning av egenvärden till singulariteter hos
obegränsade rationella operatorfunktioner med tillämpning i elektromagnetisk fält-
teori. Inneslutingen används även för att exakt beräkna en optimal övre gräns för
normen p̊a resolventen av operatorfunktionerna och de motsvarande uppskattningarna
av ε-pseudospektrumet.
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1 Introduction

Linear operators can be seen as generalizations of matrices. Interestingly, the develop-
ment of the theory for operators started long before the words ”operator” or ”matrix”
were introduced. The word ”matrix” was first used in the 19th century, despite that
over 2000 years earlier equivalent problems were studied. In early 20th century the the-
ory of unbounded operators progressed tremendously, driven by John von Neumann
and Marshall Stone influential papers on the generalization of the spectral theorem
to unbounded selfadjoint operators [vN30a,vN30b,Sto32].

Selfadjoint differential operators are fundamentally important in quantum mechan-
ics. They are also commonly used in other fields, e.g. elasticity, fluid mechanics, eco-
nomics, and electromagnetic field theory [APT02,Tre08,ELT17]. However, if in these
systems damping is taken into account, the operators are non-selfadjoint. Further-
more, as dispersion is commonly present, the dependence of the spectral parameter
is in general non-linear. In order to take the dispersion into account, operator valued
functions are used. These are also called operator functions and have been extensively
studied. The pioneering works of Mstislav Keldysh [Kel51] followed by notable work of
many distinguished mathematicians, including Mark Krein and Heinz Langer [KL78];
see also [Mar88, Appedix, Chapter IV].

When studying operator functions, the eigenvalues are in often of special signifi-
cance, since they together with the eigenvectors sometimes give a complete descrip-
tion of the operator function. They are also related to existence and uniqueness of
solutions of operator equations. Additionally, the eigenvalues indicate many excep-
tional behaviors, e.g. in acoustics, eigenvalues correspond to physical resonances, a
desired property in musical instruments. Another example is to use oscillation on a
heavily loaded swing by pushing the swing at the right time each period. In this way
its highest position can steadily be increased until a desired height is reached despite
it being too heavy to push to this height directly. However, sometimes resonances
are far from desired, for example if trees are uprooted by relative weak gust that
happen to correspond with their natural frequency. More famously is the example of
the Broughton suspension bridge that collapsed in 1839 after soldiers marching over
the bridge caused resonance. Today, these undesired resonances are taken into consid-
eration already when constructing large buildings and bridges. It is therefore highly
problematic, if the eigenvalues of an operator or an operator function describing the
buildings properties are unstable. Unstable means that a small perturbation greatly
shift the eigenvalues, i.e. a small error due to uncertainty in measurements or intro-
duced by the numerical computation, can result in completely wrong eigenvalues and
hence badly constructed houses.

One way to be able to understand when such behavior can be expected, is to
study the properties of the ε-pseudospectrum. Roughly speaking, all points in the
ε-pseudospectra are, for sufficiently small ε, numerically indistinguishable from true
eigenvalues due to finite arithmetic. Consequently, if the ε-pseudospectrum is large
for small ε ą 0 it can be expected that the eigenvalues of the operator function are
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hard to approximate using numerical methods; an important issue for computer aided
design in engineering.

Another set that provides quantitative properties of the operator or the operator
function is the numerical range, which encloses the eigenvalues. The information given
by the properties of the numerical range is essential for many results in operator
theory, [Mar88,MM01]. For example the distance to the numerical range can be used
to find an estimate of the pseudospectrum.

1.1 Finite dimensional matrices

Let x¨, ¨y denote the standard inner product on Cn and } ¨ } the corresponding norm.
The eigenvalues of an n ˆ n-dimensional complex matrix A are scalars ω P C such
that

pA´ ωqu “ 0,

for some u P Cnzt0u, where the vectors u are called the corresponding eigenvectors. If
the algebraic multiplicity of each eigenvalue is one then the matrix A has n distinct
eigenvalues ω1, . . . , ωn and the corresponding eigenvectors u1, . . . , un form a basis in
Cn. The conjugate transpose of a matrix A is called the adjoint and it is denoted
A˚. Let ω1, . . . , ωn denote the eigenvalues of A with the corresponding eigenvectors
u1, . . . , un. Then ω1, . . . , ωn are the eigenvalues of A˚ with some corresponding eigen-
vectors pu1, . . . , pun. For simplicity we assume that the eigenvectors are of unit length,
i.e. }ui} “ }pui} “ 1, i “ 1, . . . , n.

More details of the following reasoning can be found in for example [Dav02]. From
the assumption that eigenvalues are distinct it follows that ui and pui, i “ 1, . . . , n are
not orthogonal, e.i. xui, puiy ‰ 0. Hence, the matrices

Piu “
xu, puiy

xui, puiy
ui, u P Cn, i “ 1, . . . , n (1.1)

can be defined. An n ˆ n-matrix P is called a projection if P “ PP is satisfied. It
can be seen that Piui “ ui, i “ 1, . . . , n which implies that Pi, is a projection. As
u1, . . . , un is a basis in Cn it follows that

I “
n
ÿ

i“1

Pi, A “
n
ÿ

i“1

ωiPi.

Furthermore, it holds that PiPj “ 0 for i ‰ j, which yields that

pA´ ωq´1 “

n
ÿ

i“1

pωi ´ ωq
´1Pi, ω P Cztω1, . . . , ωnu. (1.2)

This means that knowledge of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of an operator A
enables us to solve the equation pA´ωqu “ b for given b P Cn and ω P Cztω1, . . . , ωnu.

The norm of a matrix A P Cnˆn is }A} “ maxt}Au} : u P Cnˆn, }u} “ 1u and A
is said to be symmetric (often called hermitian) if A “ A˚. For symmetric matrices
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the eigenvalues are real and clearly A and A˚ have the same eigenvectors. This yields
that }Pi} “ 1 for i “ 1, . . . , n and thus }pA´ωq´1} is bounded by the distance to the
closest eigenvalue. It can also be seen that symmetric matrices have an orthonormal
basis of eigenvectors. This result is called the spectral theorem for symmetric matrices
and it is immensely useful. However, if A is not symmetric, }Pi} “ |xui, puiy

´1| can be
arbitrarily large. For example, consider the matrix

A :“

„

0 1
0 ε



,

where ε ą 0 is small. Then ω1 “ 0, ω2 “ ε are the eigenvalues, where the corresponding
eigenvectors u1, u2 for A and pu1, pu2 for A˚, are

u1 “

„

1
0



, u2 “
1

?
1` ε2

„

1
ε



, pu1 “
1

?
1` ε2

„

´ε
1



, pu2 “

„

0
1



.

The projection matrices (1.1) are then

P1 “

„

1 ´ε´1

0 0



, P2 “

„

0 ε´1

0 1



,

and }P1} “ }P2} “
?

1` ε2{ε, which approaches 8 as ε Ñ 0. In particular the norm
of (1.2) becomes increasingly large for small ε, even if there is no eigenvalue close to
ω. A consequence of this is that solutions u of equations of the type pA ´ ωqu “ b
varies greatly with a small perturbation of b.

For any matrix A with, not necessarily distinct, eigenvalues ω1, . . . , ωn it holds that

}pA´ ωq´1} ě
1

min1ďiďn |ω ´ ωi|
, ω P Cztω1, . . . , ωnu, (1.3)

with equality if A is symmetric. But for non-symmetric matrices there are cases when
}pA ´ ωq´1} is not even bounded by a constant times the distance to the closest
eigenvalue.

1.2 Operators

Linear mappings A : HÑ H are called linear operators if H is an infinite dimensional
vector space. In the following, we assume that H is a separable Hilbert space, x¨, ¨y
denotes the inner product, and } ¨ } denotes the norm. In the transition from finite to
infinite dimensional problems it is natural to expect completely new types of behavior
of the eigenvalues and in many cases an operator have an infinite number of them.

For example, consider the Hilbert space l2 consisting of sequences u :“ tuiu
8
i“1,

ui P C such that }u} :“
a

xu, uy is finite, where

xu, vy “
8
ÿ

i“1

uivi (1.4)
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Figure 1: The eigenvalues of A given in (1.5) is visualized by the rings and
the accumulation point 0 by the solid dot.

denotes the inner product. Let epjq “ te
pjq
1 , e

pjq
2 , . . .u P l2 be defined as e

pjq
j “ 1 and

e
pjq
i “ 0 for j ‰ i. Consider the operator A on l2 defined by Au “ ti´1uiu

8
i“1. Then

pA´ j´1qepjq “ 0, j P N, (1.5)

and thus j´1 for j P N are eigenvalues of A. This implies that there is a sequence of
eigenvalues of A accumulating to the point 0 as is illustrated in Figure 1.

The operator A is an example of a compact operator on a Hilbert space and the
class of compact operators on a Hilbert space H is denoted KpHq [Kat95, Chapter III].
Compact operators have properties similar to finite dimensional matrices and every
compact operator can be approximated by matrices arbitrary well. Additionally, the
operator in (1.5) is selfadjoint, which is the analogue to symmetric matrices in infi-
nite dimensional Hilbert spaces. For compact selfadjoint operators, the formulation
of the spectral theorem is similar to the spectral theorem for symmetric matrices; a
compact selfadjoint operator has real eigenvalues and an orthonormal basis of eigen-
vectors. Furthermore, the eigenvalues must approach 0 and no nonzero eigenvalues
have infinite multiplicity. Additionally, this implies that there is always an accumula-
tion of eigenvalues to 0, unless 0 is an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. However, for
compact non-selfadjoint operators no analogue result holds in general. Many useful
properties that hold for selfadjoint compact operators does in general not hold for
non-selfadjoint compact operators. For example, a representation of pA´ωq´1 similar
to (1.2) is usually not possible for non-selfadjoint compact operators if H is a Hilbert
space of infinite dimension.

Furthermore, many important operators are not compact, e.g. the identity operator
is not compact if the dimension of H is infinite. An operator A on H is called bounded
if there exist a real constant c such that }Au} ď c}u} for all u P H. By }A} we denote
the least such constant c. If no such constant exists, the operator is called unbounded.
The space of bounded everywhere defined operators over H is denoted BpHq.

The set of all unbounded operators is too large and diverse to be able to study
spectral properties. However, many interesting unbounded operators are closed, which
implies that they behave nice enough, such that many important results hold [Kat95,
Chapter III]. The set of closed operators is denoted LpHq and we have

LpHq Ą BpHq Ą KpHq.

An unbounded operator A P LpHqzBpHq is only defined on a strict subset ofH. This
subset is called the domain of A and it is denoted DpAq. Trivially for A P BpHq the
domain is defined as H. An unbounded operator is therefore the pair of an operator
A and a domain DpAq, which we in most cases assume is dense in H.
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The resolvent set of a closed operator, ρpAq is the set of all ω P C such that
pA´ωq´1 P BpHq. The spectrum of A is defined as σpAq :“ CzρpAq. For an eigenvalue
ω the operator pA´ωq´1 does not exist and thus eigenvalues are part of the spectrum.
The set of eigenvalues is called the point spectrum of A and it is denoted σppAq. For
linear operators defined on finite dimensional spaces σpAq “ σppAq. However, for
operators on infinite dimensional spaces being injective does not imply being surjective
and thus σppAq Ă σpAq. For example, consider the Hilbert space l2 defined in (1.4)
and let A denote the right-shift operator

Apu1, u2, . . .q “ p0, u1, u2, . . .q. (1.6)

Clearly Au ‰ 0 for u ‰ 0 and thus 0 R σppAq. However, A is not surjective and thus
not invertible. Hence, 0 P σpAq. Similarly, 0 P σpAq for the operator Au “ ti´1uiu

8
i“1

since there is an accumulation of eigenvalues to 0, (1.5), but zero is no eigenvalue.
The part of the spectrum that is not point spectrum is often divided in the con-

tinuous spectrum and the residual spectrum [EE87, Section I.1]. An ω P C is in the
continuous spectrum of A denoted σcpAq if A´ω is injective and has dense range but
is not surjective. An ω P C is in the residual spectrum of A denoted σrpAq if A´ω is
injective but not surjective and does not have a dense range.

The spectral theorem for symmetric matrices and compact selfadjoint operators
extends to closed selfadjoint operators, [RS78, Section VII] and selfadjoint operator
have a real spectrum. However, there is in general no basis of eigenvectors.

1.3 Numerical range and pseudospectrum

The spectral theorem is a very powerful tool in the study of selfadjoint operators.
Unfortunately, no similar result is in general available for non-selfadjoint operators.

Let H be a Hilbert space and A P LpHq. For ω P ρpAq the bounded linear operator
Rpωq :“ pA´ ωq´1 is called the resolvent of A. Estimates of the resolvent is useful in
proving completeness of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors, [GGK90, Section
X]. Furthermore, similar as for matrices, problems of the type pA ´ ωqu “ b can
have very sensitive solutions if the resolvent of A is large. Hence, also in perturbation
theory, estimates of the resolvent is of importance.

The resolvent Rpωq satisfies the inequality

}Rpωq} ě
1

distpω, σpAqq
, ω P CzσpAq. (1.7)

If A is selfadjoint then the equality in (1.7) holds for all ω P ρpAq [Kat95, Chapter
V. 3.16]. This generalizes the result for symmetric matrices, (1.3), and it is a conse-
quence of the spectral theorem for closed selfadjoint operators. Hence, the norm of
the resolvent is inversely proportional to the distance from the spectrum. In particu-
lar, }Rpωq}, ω P CzR is bounded by the distant to the real axis. For non-selfadjoint
operators the equality does not hold in general and thus a large norm of Rpωq does
not imply that ω is close to σpAq. On the contrary it is possible to construct cases
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when }Rpωq} is arbitrarily large despite that ω is far from the spectrum of A. This
behavior can happen even for low dimensional matrices. For example consider the
class of 2ˆ 2-matrices given by

Ak :“

„

0 k
0 0



, k ě 0. (1.8)

Then σpAkq “ t0u. However, it can be shown that

}pAk ´ ωq
´1} “

1

|ω|

g

f

f

e1`
k2

2|ω|2
`

k

2|ω|

d

4`
k2

|ω|2
, ω P Czt0u.

Hence, for each k ą 0 and κ ą 0 we have }pAk ´ ωq´1} ą κ|ω|´1 provided that ω is
sufficiently close to 0. Furthermore, regardless how far we are from the spectrum, the
resolvent is large if k is large enough. Hence, the distance to the spectrum gives in
general not an upper limit on the norm of the resolvent for non-selfadjoint operators.

Therefore, we are interested in a larger set than σpAq that can be used to control
the resolvent of non-selfadjoint operators. The numerical range of an operator A is
the convex set

W pAq :“ txAu, uy : u P DpAqu.

From the definition of numerical range and from definition of the eigenvalues it follows
directly that σppAq P W pAq. The set W pAq encloses the spectrum if A is a closed
operator and each component of CzW pAq has at least one point in ρpAq, [Kat95,
Chapter V. Theorem 3.2]. Additionally, it holds that

}Rpωq} ď
1

distpω,W pAqq
, ω P CzW pAq. (1.9)

The numerical range can thus be used to obtain important quantitative properties of
non-selfadjoint operators.

The numerical range of a selfadjoint operator A is real. However, this does not hold
for non-selfadjoint operators, even if σpAq is real. For example the numerical range of
the class of non-selfadjoint matrices (1.8) is

W pAkq “ tω P C : |ω| ď k{2u, k ě 0.

Albeit easy to compute for (1.8), the numerical range for non-selfadjoint operators is
in general very hard or impossible to compute, even for matrices of low dimension.

Since the size of the norm of the resolvent is of great importance in operator theory
and for non-selfadjoint operators the distance from the spectrum does not give an
upper bound, it is of interest to classify the points such that the norm of the resolvent
is larger than some constant. This classification is given by the ε-pseudospectrum,
[TE05], defined as

σεpAq :“ σpAq Y tω P ρpAq : }pA´ ωq´1} ą ε´1u, ε ą 0.
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For selfadjoint operators the pseudospectrum is easy to compute from the spectrum
due to the equality in (1.7).

The spectrum of the right-shift operator A defined in (1.6) is

σppAq “ H, σcpAq “ tω P C : |ω| “ 1u, σrpAq “ tω P C : |ω| ă 1u.

Since }A} “ 1, it follows that W pAq “ σpAq “ σcpAq Y σrpAq. Consequently, the
inequalities (1.7) and (1.9) yields that the resolvent Rpωq :“ pA ´ ωq´1 satisfies the
equality

}Rpωq} “
1

distpω, σpAqq
“

1

distpω,W pAqq
, ω P CzσpAq.

Henceforth the ε-pseudospectrum for A can easily be computed:

σεpAq “ tω P C : |ω| ă ε` 1u.

Hence, for some non-selfadjoint operators the resolvent behaves similar to the resolvent
of an selfadjoint operator but for others, such as the operators given in (1.8), the norm
of the resolvent is much larger. The numerical range is often vital in the analysis.

The concept of the adjoint presented for matrices can be generalized to operators.
The left-shift operator A1 P Bpl2q defined as A1pu1, u2, . . .q “ pu2, u3, . . .q is the adjoint
of the right-shift operator. The left-shift operator and the right-shift operator has
similar spectral properties:

σpA1q “ σpAq, σppA
1q “ σrpAq, σcpA

1q “ σcpAq, σrpA
1q “ σppAq.

Additionally W pA1q “W pAq.

1.4 Operator functions

An operator function (short for operator-valued function) in H is a mapping from
some set C Ă C to the set of linear operators on H. In this thesis we usually consider
T : C Ñ BpHq and T : C Ñ LpHq, which denote bounded operator functions and
closed operator functions, respectively. Naturally, an operator function T : C Ñ LpHq,
point wise defined on DpT pωqq is said to be unbounded if for some ω P C, T pωq
is an unbounded operator. The resolvent of an operator function T is defined as
Rpωq :“ T pωq´1 and the spectrum is analogously defined as

σpT q :“ tω P C : 0 P σpT pωqqu,

where the classification of the spectrum, σppT q, σcpT q, σrpT q, are given point wise.
An operator function T : C Ñ LpHq is said to be selfadjoint if C is symmetric with

respect to the real axis and T pωq˚ “ T pωq, DpT pωq˚q “ DpT pωqq for ω P C. From this
definition it follows that the operator T pωq is selfadjoint for ω P C X R.

Operator functions, along with non-linear spectrum problems, occurs in many dif-
ferent situations. For example, consider the formal abstract wave equation on H with
a memory term

7



Apuptq ` pu2ptq `B

ż t

´8

pχpt´ τqpu2pτqdτ “ 0, pup0q “ pu0, pu1p0q “ pv0, (1.10)

where A P LpHq, B P BpHq, pχptq P BpHq, and pu0, pv0 P DpAq, with DpAq “ H. The
convolution in the equation is called memory term since it models how previous values
affect the current state. We want to find a solution puptq P DpAq to the differential
equation (1.10). Define the Fourier transform in time by

vpωq :“

ż 8

´8

pvptqeiωtdt,

and let u and χpωq denote the Fourier transform of puptq and pχptq respectively. This
implies that the Fourier transform of the wave equation (1.10) is

T pωqu “ 0, T pωq :“ A´ ω2 ´ ω2χpωqB, DpT q “ DpAq. (1.11)

The solutions ω to (1.11) are eigenvalues of the operator function T . Hence, (1.10)
can be investigated as a spectral problem of a non-linear operator function.

Assume that A,B are selfadjoint and assume that pχptq is given by

pχptq “

$

&

%

Hptq
sinpctq

c
e´

d
2 t, c ą 0

Hptqte´
d
2 t, c “ 0

, Hptq “

"

1 t ě 0
0 t ă 0

,

where c and d are non-negative constants. The function H is usually known as the
Heaviside function. This particular pχ has significance in for example electromagnetic
field theory and optics, [Zio03,EKE12], where it is a consequence of the Lorentz-Drude
model of dielectric constant of materials.

The operator function (1.11) then is T : C Ñ LpHq with

C :“ Cztδ`, δ´u, δ˘ :“ ˘

c

c´
d2

4
´ i

d

2
, (1.12)

and

T pωq “ A´ ω2 ´
ω2

c´ idω ´ ω2
B, DpT q :“ DpAq. (1.13)

The operator T pωq is closed for ω P C and DpT q is dense in H. Properties of the
class of operator functions with the structure (1.13) are studied extensively in Paper
I and Paper III. Note that the operator function (1.13) is non-selfadjoint if d ‰ 0 even
if the nonzero operators A and B are selfadjoint.

Therefore we need methods to work with non-selfadjoint operator functions, and
just as in the case for operators, non-selfadjoint operator functions are inherently
difficult to investigate.
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For non-selfadjoint operators the numerical range of the operator provided impor-
tant information of the behavior. Similarly the numerical range of operator functions
is vital in the study of non-selfadjoint operator functions. For an operator function T
the numerical range is given as

W pT q :“ tω P C : 0 PW pT pωqqu.

Just as for operators, σppT q P W pT q, for operator functions and under certain con-
ditions the closure of the numerical range of the operator function encloses the spec-
trum, [Mar88]. The numerical range can thus be used to obtain important quantita-
tive properties of the operator function, for example the distance to the numerical
range can in principle be used to find an estimate of the norm of the resolvent of an
operator function, [MM01]. Additionally, the numerical range can be used to show
accumulation of eigenvalues to points in the spectrum as seen in Paper III.

However, for operator functions the numerical range is in general not convex, or
even connected, which makes it much harder to describe. We are therefore interested
in finding an enclosure of the numerical range that is possible to compute explicitly for
operator functions, even if they are defined on infinite dimensional spaces. In Paper I
we present an enclosure of the numerical range of the class of operator functions given
by (1.13) and in Paper IV a much more general setting is investigated. Furthermore
Paper III uses the explicit enclosure presented in Paper I to show properties of the
spectrum such as accumulation of eigenvalues to the poles of the operator function.

The ε-pseudospectrum of an operator function is defined analogously as the ε-
pseudospectrum of an operator,

σεpT q :“ σpT q Y tω P ρpT q : }T pωq´1} ą ε´1u, ε ą 0.

Similarly as for operators, the ε-pseudospectrum provides a classification of the points
where the norm of the resolvent is larger than some constant, and thus for small ε
gives a set of points where T behaves ”almost” like for points in the spectrum.

1.5 Equivalence and linearization

Let H be a Hilbert space, and let A,B P BpHq. Consider the homogeneous second
order ordinary differential equation

f2ptq `Af 1ptq `Bfptq “ 0, fp0q “ u, f 1p0q “ v, (1.14)

where u, v P H. A standard method to work with such problems is to write (1.14) as
a system of equations

"

g1ptq `Agptq `Bfptq “ 0
´f 1ptq ` gptq “ 0

,
gp0q “ v
fp0q “ u

.

Define the operator T P BpH‘Hq and vectors F ptq, w P H‘H as

T :“

„

´A ´B
IH



, F ptq “

„

gptq
fptq



, w “

„

v
u



.

9



Then, (1.14) can be reformulated as the first order differential equation

TF ptq “ F 1ptq, F p0q “ w.

For operators T P BpH‘Hq the exponential function

eT :“
8
ÿ

i“0

1

i!
T i P BpH‘Hq,

is well-defined and bounded. It then follows that F ptq “ etTw, from which the solution
f of the original second order ordinary differential equation (1.14) can be obtained.
The correspondence between f and T can also be seen from the characteristic equation

Sf pλq :“ λ2 ` λA`B “ 0

of (1.14), as it follows that

„

Sf pλq
IH



“

„

´IH ´A´ λ
IH

 „

´A´ λ ´B
IH ´λ

 „

λ IH
IH



. (1.15)

For each λ P C the operator matrices

Epλq :“

„

´IH ´A´ λ
IH



, F pλq :“

„

λ IH
IH



are invertible and bounded and thus
„

Sf pλq
IH

 „

u
0



“ 0 ô

ˆ„

´A ´B
IH



´ λ

˙„

λu
u



“ 0.

Hence, λ is an eigenvalue of Sf if and only if λ is an eigenvalue of T and additionally
σpSf q “ σpT q. Two bounded operator functions are said to be equivalent if one can
be mapped to the other by multiplying by bounded and invertible operator functions
E and F from left and right, respectively. Hence, the relation (1.15) is an example
of an equivalence and we say that Sf pλq is (after extension with IH) equivalent to
T ´ λ, [GKL78].

Many important properties of equivalent operator functions coincide, including
closeness and spectrum. In the presented case Sf ‘ IH is equivalent to the linear
operator function T ´ λ and the equivalence is thus called a linearization. This im-
plies that we can investigate properties of the operator T instead of the operator
function Sf , which often is desirable since many results only hold for linear operators.
The main focus of Paper II is equivalences and linearizations of unbounded opera-
tor functions. The major complication that arises when allowing unbounded operator
functions is that E and F must still be bounded operator functions for the definition
of equivalence to be meaningful.
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2 Summary of Papers

The contributions of this dissection are presented as four individual papers. The pa-
pers are slightly altered versions of the published or submitted versions. The overar-
ching theme of this study is spectral properties of unbounded operator functions with
the papers specializing in different areas.

The latter part of Paper III heavily relies on results from Paper I and also use some
basic technics from Paper II, while Paper IV generalizes results from Paper I to a
much larger class of unbounded operator functions.

For a complex constant or a complex function we denote the real and the imaginary
parts by the subscripts < and = respectively, e.g. ω< :“ Re ω. However, the standard
notation is used when the subscript notation is not convenient.

2.1 Paper I - Enclosure of the Numerical Range of a Class of
Non-selfadjoint Rational Operator Functions

In this paper A P LpHq and B P BpHq are selfadjoint operators and we study an
enclosure of the numerical range of the rational operator function T : C Ñ LpHq,

T pωq :“ A´ ω2 ´
ω2

c´ idω ´ ω2
B, DpT pωqq “ DpAq, ω P C,

where c ě 0, d ą 0, and

C :“ Cztδ`, δ´u, δ˘ :“ ˘

c

c´
d2

4
´ i

d

2
.

This is the class of operator functions given in (1.13) with significance in electromag-
netic field theory, [Zio03,EKE12,ELT17].

The numerical range of T can be written as

W pT q :“ tω P C : Du P DpAqzt0u, xAu, uy ´ ω2 ´
ω2

c´ idω ´ ω2
xBu, uy “ 0u.

The set W pT q contains important information of the operator function, [Kat95], but
it is in general impossible to compute exactly. However, since xAu, uy P W pAq and
xBu, uy PW pBq it follows that the set

WΩpT q :“ tω P C : Dpα, βq P Ω, tpα,βqpωq “ 0u, tpα,βqpωq :“ α´ ω2 ´
ω2

c´ idω ´ ω2
β,

with Ω :“ W pAq ˆW pBq satisfies W pT q Ă WΩpT q. Hence, WΩpT q is an enclosure of
the numerical range and contrary to W pT q it can be explicitly computed from W pAq
and W pBq even if H is a Hilbert space of infinite dimension. The set WΩpT q is studied
in detail, including properties of the boundary and the number of components. These
result also provide important information of W pT q.
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Figure 2: Let W pAq “ p´8,8q, W pBq “ r0, 20s, c “ 5, d “ 2 and let T be
defined as in (1.13). In (a), the set WΩpT q is visualized where red and blue de-
notes the parts given by xAu, uy P r0,8q and xAu, uy P p´8, 0q, respectively.
In (b), the upper estimate of the norm of the resolvent is illustrated.

The same idea is also used to find an upper estimate of the norm of the resolvent
of T . We define the set

W ε
ΩpT q :“WΩpT q Y tω P CzWΩpT q : Dpα, βq P Ω, |tpα,βqpωq| ă εu, (2.1)

which is explicitly computable. Let σεpT q denote the ε-pseudospectra of T and assume
that ω P σεpT qzσpT q. Then there is an u P DpAq such that }u} “ 1, }T pωqu} ă ε, and
it follows from

}T pωqu} ě |xT pωqu, uy| “ |tpxAu,uy,xBu,uyqpωq|,

that ω PW ε
ΩpT q. Hence, ω P CzW ε

ΩpT q ñ }T pωq´1} ă ε´1 which yields that W ε
ΩpT q is

an enclosure of σεpT q. Moreover, the resolvent estimate given by W ε
ΩpT q is explicitly

computable.
In Figure 2.(a) and Figure 3.(a) examples of WΩpT q in particular cases are visual-

ized. The corresponding resolvent estimates provided by W ε
ΩpT q are shown in Figure

2.(b) and in Figure 3.(b), respectively. For small d, the enclosure and resolvent esti-
mate behaves as in Figure 2, while for larger values of d the enclosure can be more
complicated; see Figure 3.

2.2 Paper II - On Equivalence and Linearization of Operator
Matrix Functions with Unbounded Entries

In Paper II we study equivalences for unbounded operator functions. The idea is to
find an operator function with better properties but the same characteristics as the
original operator function, [GKL78,BGKR08,KvdMR81]. A common aim is to find a
linearization, [dB78], such as (1.15).

Let H,H1, pH, and pH1 denote Banach spaces and let LpH,H1q denote the set of linear
operators from H to H1. By BpH,H1q we denote the set of such operators that are

bounded and everywhere defined. Let S : C Ñ LpH,H1q and T : C Ñ Lp pH, pH1q denote

12



Figure 3: Let W pAq “ p´8,8q, W pBq “ r3, 4s, c “ 5, d “ 4 and let T be
defined as in (1.13). In (a), the set WΩpT q is visualized where red and blue de-
notes the parts given by xAu, uy P r0,8q and xAu, uy P p´8, 0q, respectively.
In (b), the upper estimate of the norm of the resolvent is illustrated.

operator functions. The operator functions S and T are said to be equivalent on C
if there exist operator functions E : C Ñ Bp pH1,H1q, F : C Ñ BpH, pHq invertible for
λ P C such that

Spλq “ EpλqT pλqF pλq, DpSpλqq “ F pλq´1DpT pλqq. (2.2)

If Epλq and F pλq in (2.2) are allowed to be unbounded operators, the spectrum is in
general not preserved. For example, let A P LpHq be an unbounded invertible operator
and define Spλq “ ´λ and T pλq “ ´λA´1. Then σpSq “ t0u and σpT q “ C despite
that Spλq “ AT pλq. Hence, we only consider bounded Epλq and F pλq.

To be able to investigate unbounded operators a generalization of equivalence called
equivalence after operator function extension is introduced. Let S and T be defined
as above and assume there exist Banach spaces qHS and qHT and operator functions
WS : C Ñ Lp qHS , qHSq and WT : C Ñ Lp qHT , qHT q invertible on C such that

Spλq ‘WSpλq, DpSpλq ‘WSpλqq “ DpSpλqq ‘DpWSpλqq,

T pλq ‘WT pλq, DpT pλq ‘WT pλqq “ DpT pλqq ‘DpWT pλqq,

are equivalent for λ P C. If WSpλq and WT pλq are bounded, WSpλq and WT pλq can be
included in Epλq or F pλq and can thus be substituted by I

qHS
and I

qHT
, respectively.

The notion then coincides with equivalence after extension in for example [GKL78].
However, if WSpλq or WT pλq are unbounded, the extension with identities can not re-
place this definition. The advantages of allowing unbounded operator functions WSpλq
and WT pλq are not limited to unbounded S and T as can be seen in the following
example:

Assume that A P LpHq and B P BpHq, where A is closed, invertible and DpAq is
dense in H. Consider the bounded linear operator functions A´1B´λ and BA´1´λ.
If A is a bounded operator then the equivalence is clear. However, if A is unbounded,
then HzDpAq is non-empty. Assume that Bu “ 0 for u P HzDpAq and that the
geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 of B is one. Then 0 P σppA

´1Bq but 0 R
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σppBA
´1q, since BA´1v “ 0 implies that A´1v “ cu P DpAq for some c P C, which

is a contradiction. However, from Example 3.10 in Paper II it follows that AB´1 ´ λ
and BA´1´λ are equivalent after operator function extension for Czt0u, despite that
they are not equivalent on C. The result can be seen from

„

A
A´1B ´ λ



“ Epλq

„

A
BA´1 ´ λ



F pλq, λ P Czt0u,

where Epλq and F pλq are the bounded and invertible operators

Epλq :“

„

pλ´1B ´ IqBA´1 ` λ λ´1B ´ I
pI `A´1 ´ λ´1A´1BqBA´1 ´ λA´1 I `A´1 ´ λ´1A´1B



,

F pλq :“

„

λ´1pI `A´1 ´ λ´1A´1Bq λ´1pI `A´1 ´ λ´1A´1BqA´1B ´A´1

λ´1pλ´1B ´ Iq λ´1pλ´1B ´ IqA´1B ` I



.

This shows that even for cases with bounded operators the increased flexibility
provided by equivalence after operator function extension enable us to study a larger
class of equivalences. Equivalences after operator function extension of operator ma-
trix functions are then constructed by utilizing equivalences of the entries in the oper-
ator matrix function. These results are then applied to Schur-complements, operator
polynomials, and products of operator functions.

The last part of the paper presents methods of linearizing a general class of operator
matrix functions, where the entries are operator functions of the studied classes.

2.3 Paper III - Accumulation of Complex Eigenvalues of a
Class of Analytic Operator Functions

For classes of selfadjoint operators there are many results on accumulation of eigenval-
ues to points in the spectrum. An example of accumulation of eigenvalues to 0 for a
selfadjoint operator was given in (1.5). For selfadjoint operator functions accumulation
of eigenvalues are studied in for example [ELT17], where accumulation to the poles
of (1.13) with d “ 0 is proven. For non-selfadjoint operators and operator functions
properties of the spectrum is usually much harder to prove and the behavior of the
eigenvalues are much more plentiful. In [Pav66,Pav67,Pav68] accumulation of complex
eigenvalues of non-selfadjoint Schrödinger operators was studied and [KL78, APT02]
considered non-selfadjoint operator functions.

In Paper III, we show accumulation of eigenvalues to the essential spectrum for a
class of holomorphic non-selfadjoint operator functions. This also extends to accumu-
lation of eigenvalues to the poles of certain unbounded meromorphic functions.

In the first part of the paper we consider the bounded operator function P : C Ñ
BpHq defined as

P pλq :“
M
ÿ

i“0

λiPi, P0 “ pIH `KqH, Pk “ IH ` rK, (2.3)
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where k ďM . The operators H, K, rK, and Pi, i “ 0, . . . , k ´ 1 are compact, and H
is additionally normal. Since P p0q “ pIH `KqH is compact it follows that 0 P σpP q
if H is an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. The first part of the paper considers
sufficient conditions for showing accumulation of eigenvalues to 0. For example, the
operator function λ´A with A defined in (1.5) is on the form (2.3). However, in that
case the accumulation can be seen directly from its construction.

Our main assumption in the proof of accumulation is that there exist operator
polynomials R,Q : CÑ BpHq such that

P pλq “ QpλqRpλq “

˜

M´k
ÿ

i“0

λiQi

¸˜

λk `
k´1
ÿ

i“0

λiRi

¸

, (2.4)

where, σpRq “ ΓXσpP q and σpQq Ă CzΓ for some open bounded Γ Ă C and 0 P Γ. An
R satisfying (2.4) is called a spectral divisor of order k, [Mar88]. Note that a spectral
divisor is a special case of an equivalence, as (2.4) implies that R is equivalent to P
on Γ.

In the case when k “ 1 and kerH “ t0u, theory from [Mar88] implies that the set
of eigenvectors and associated vectors corresponding to eigenvalues of R (and thus
also the set of eigenvectors and associated vectors of P in Γ) is complete and minimal.
Consequently 0 is an accumulation point if and only if dim ran H “ 8.

By using an equivalence after extension, [GKL78], we are able to generalize this
result to non-trivial kernels of H. Additionally, for the case k ą 1 and dim ran H “ 8

we show accumulation of eigenvalues to the origin, by using that Rpλq is a compact
perturbation of λk ` R0, and the continuity of eigenvalues under compact perturba-
tions.

In the second part of the paper we consider unbounded rational operator functions.
Through multiplication with the denominator and a linear shift the rational operator
function is mapped to an operator polynomial where a pole of the function is mapped
to the origin. Finally we show that a bounded operator polynomial of the type studied
in the first part has the same spectrum. Hence, accumulation of eigenvalues to the
pole follows by showing the existence of a spectral divisor of order k. We show that
such a spectral divisor exists provided that a certain operator is sufficiently large.

In the rest of the paper we study the special class of operator functions (1.13), which
enable us to explicitly give a condition for a spectral divisor. While, the numerical
range is not explicitly computable, an explicit enclosure of the numerical range is
provided in Paper I. Further analysis of the enclosure show sufficient conditions for the
existence of a spectral divisor and consequently sufficient conditions for accumulation
of eigenvalues to the poles.

The following three possible behaviors of the poles of (1.13) are studied separately:
two simple poles symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis, two simple poles on
the imaginary axis, and a sole pole of order 2 on the imaginary axis.

For example, if W pAq “ r´1,8q, W pBq “ r0, 3.9s, c “ 4 and d “ 4, then ´2i,
is a pole of order two and there is an accumulation of eigenvalues to the pole. The
accumulation is guaranteed by the disjointness of BWΩpT q as visualized in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Let T denote (1.5), where A and B are given by (2.5), c “ 4
and d “ 4. The eigenvalues are visualized by rings, the pole by the solid
dot, and the curve is BWΩpT q. Red and blue denotes the parts given by
xAu, uy P r0,8q and xAu, uy P p´8, 0q respectively.

The branches of eigenvalue accumulation in Figure 4 are for the case when A and B
are the selfadjoint complex infinite dimensional matrices

A “

»

—

—

—

–

´1
0

1
. . .

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, B “
39

20

»

—

—

—

–

1` sinp0q
1` sinp1q

1` sinp2q
. . .

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (2.5)

The paper is concluded with an application to Maxwell’s equations.

2.4 Paper IV -Enclosure of theNumericalRange andResolvent
Estimates of Non-selfadjoint Operator Functions

The main focus of this paper is to generalize the results in Paper I, which presented an
enclosure of the numerical range of the operator function (1.13). While the in depth
analysis in Paper I require a particular form a similar enclosure holds in a much more
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general setting. In Paper IV closed operator functions T : C Ñ LpHq of the form

T pωq :“ gpωq `
n
ÿ

j“1

Ajf
pjqpωq, DpT pωqq :“ tu P H : }T pωqu} ă 8u, (2.6)

are studied, where C is open and dense in C. We assume that Aj , j “ 1, . . . , n
are selfadjoint and fj , g : C Ñ C, j “ 1, . . . , n. For simplicity we use the notation
rA :“ pA1, . . . , Anq and assume that Dp rAq :“ DpA1q X . . .XDpAnq is dense in H.

By the same arguments as in Paper I we define the set

W pT q Ă tω P C : Drα PW pA1q ˆ . . .ˆW pAnq, trαpωq “ 0u, (2.7)

where

t
rαpωq “ gpωq `

n
ÿ

j“1

αjf
pjqpωq, rα “ pα1, . . . , αnq.

The joint numerical range for rA “ pA1, . . . , Anq is defined as

W p rAq :“
!

pxA1u, uy, . . . , xAnu, uyq : u P Dp rAq
)

ĂW pA1q ˆ . . .ˆW pAnq. (2.8)

Properties of the joint numerical range for selfadjoint operators such as convexity is
studied in [Das73,Hua85].

For a given set X P Rn let WXpT q denote the set

WXpT q :“ tω P C : Drα P X, t
rαpωq “ 0u. (2.9)

If DpA1qX. . .XDpAnq “ DpT q, ω P C then W pT q “WW p rAqpT q follows directly from

definition (2.8) and (2.9). Hence, for any set Ω satisfying W p rAq Ă Ω ĂW pA1qˆ . . .ˆ

W pAnq, the set WΩpT q is an enclosure of W pT q. The set Ω “W pA1q ˆ . . .ˆW pAnq

is called the trivial enclosure of W p rAq, and it is the optimal enclosure of the joint
numerical range without further information.

The trivial enclosure of W p rAq was in Paper I used to study (1.13). However, the
enclosure can be improved if we have knowledge of the joint numerical range. For
an extreme example; if A1 “ A2 then Ω :“ trα P W pA1q ˆ . . . ˆ W pAnq : α1 “

α2u Ą W p rAq and thus WΩpT q defined as in (2.9) is an enclosure of W pT q that in
many cases would be a much tighter enclosure than (2.7). If some of the operators

Ai, i “ 1, . . . , n are unbounded then Dp rAq can be a proper subset of DpT pωqq for
some ω P C. Consequently, W pT q ĄWW p rAqpT q might be strict and thus WΩpT q is not

always an enclosure for nontrivial Ω ĄW p rAq.

In Section 2 of the paper we derive nontrivial sets Ω Ą W p rAq such that WΩpT q

is an enclosure of W pT q. While, the joint numerical range of rA is closely related to
the numerical range of the operator function T , it is usually just as hard to compute
explicitly. Hence, we are interested in methods of obtaining non-trivial enclosures of
the joint numerical range of rA.
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Figure 5: Upper estimate of the norm of the resolvent of the operator function
defined in (2.10).

In Section 3 we show how relationships between the operators in rA can be used to
find a non-trivial Ω. For example if A1 ě 0, }A2u} ď }A1u} and DpA1q Ă DpA2q, then

W pA1, A2q Ă Ω :“ trα PW pA1q ˆW pA2q : ´α1 ď α2 ď α1u.

The improvement this Ω provides over the trivial enclosure of W pA1, A2q can be vital
in obtaining a useful enclosure; see Example 3.1 in Paper IV.

Properties such as location of the boundary of the enclosureWΩpT q is then discussed
in the case n “ 2 and when n ą 2. The case n “ 2 includes the operator function
(1.13) studied in Paper I, and stronger results can be established compared to the
case when n ą 2. One of the reasons why this case is easier is that R2 » C, which
makes it possible for subsets of Ω to be mapped injectively to WΩpT q.

The paper is concluded with results on the enclosure of the ε-pseudonumerical range
of T pωq denoted by W ε

ΩpT q and defined as in (2.1). Apart from the nontrivial enclo-

sures of W p rAq and a more general operator function, the study of the pseudonumerical
range is similar to that in Paper I and the corresponding upper estimate on the norm
of the resolvent of T pωq is given analogously.

Below is an example on the upper estimate of the resolvent of an operator function
of the form (2.6). Let H be a Hilbert space, and let C :“ Czt0, 1 ´ i,´1{2 ` i{

?
2u.
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Consider the operator function T : C Ñ LpHq defined as

T pωq “ ´i logω `A1 `
e

2
ω

10
A2 `

1

2p2w ` 1´
?

2iqpw ´ 1` iq
A3, DpT q “ DpA1q,

(2.10)

where W pA1q “ p´8,8q, W pA2q “ r1, 2s, W pA3q “ r2, 5s and log denotes the natural
complex logarithm. Figure 5 visualizes the upper estimate of the norm of the resolvent
of T pωq provided by W ε

ΩpT q, Ω :“W pA1q ˆW pA2q ˆW pA3q.
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